
 

EUROPALMS Cannabis-plant,textile, 120cm
Artificial cannabis plant for decorations

Art. No.: 82506693
GTIN: 4026397699227

List price: 83.18 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397699227

Weight: 1,73 kg

Length: 1.27 m

Width: 0.13 m

Heigth: 0.13 m

Description:

The artificial cannabis plant from Europalms is ideal for staging and advertising your products,
for example in the field of cosmetics, clothing or food. It can also be used to create green
accents in a targeted manner.

During the production of the approx. 120 cm high grass perennial, great importance was
attached to a true-to-nature finish: It consists of 4 stems of different heights with bushy foliage.
This starts from a height of about 17 cm and consists of the characteristic, hand-shaped,
structured leaves with sawn edges. Like their natural counterparts, these vary in size and
shades of green.
Included is a basic gardening pot, which gives the plant a stable stand when placed in a planter.

In the media, hemp is usually mentioned in connection with hashish or marijuana. But what
often fades into the background is that cannabis is one of the oldest useful plants:
The stalks with almost indestructible fibers are processed into textiles or ropes, and extracted
oils are used in cosmetic products or food.

Features:

- Falls in shape by itself
- The article is delivered Ready to stand
- With greencolored lifelike leaves

Technical specifications:

Setup: Falls in shape by itself

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82506693.html


Standing/fixation: Gardening pot covered with artificial earth

Color: Green

Foliage: Material: textile

Decor style: Houseplant

Dimensions: Height: 1,2 m

Weight: 1,70 kg

Planter  

Dimensions: Height: 11 cm

 Diameter: Ø 13 cm
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